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unsuspecting DC Universe, as she encounters various heroes and villains ...

Suicide Squad Vol 7 Drain the Swamp R. Williams 2018 "Hack created by Rob

and leaves no one unscathed in her wake! With art by Chad Hardin and a

Williams and Jim Lee; Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, by

slew of comics' best artists including Darwyn Cooke, Sam Kieth, Tony S.

special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family."

Daniel, Paul Pope, Walter Simonson and Art Baltazar! Collects HARLEY

Deadpool 2017-03-21 SOMEONE HAS MURDERED FORBUSH MAN! Could

QUINN #0-8.

someone be targeting all of Marvel's funniest characters for death? That's

The DC Comics Encyclopedia New Edition Matthew K. Manning 2021-07-06

what Deadpool thinks, and now he's gotta act before someone bumps off

The definitive guide to the characters of the DC Multiverse and a vital

SQUIRREL GIRL, ROCKET RACCOON, GROOT, ANT-MAN, HOWARD

addition to every comic book fan's bookshelf. Iconic Super Heroes Batman,

THE DUCK, and THE PUNISHER! (Like we said, the funny characters.)

Superman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, and The Flash have been

Good thing Deadpool is renowned for his investigative skills! COLLECTING:

transformed in recent years, along with many other DC characters. This new

DEADPOOL: TOO SOON? 1-4

edition of the most comprehensive A-Z guide to DC's pantheon of Super

The Kamandi Challenge VARIOUS. 2018-04 Prepare to take part in one of the

Heroes and Super-Villains includes the latest earth-shaking developments in

greatest adventures from the infinite future of the DC Universe and join the

the DC Multiverse, with profiles of more than 1,200 characters. Created in full

industry's top creative teams in a storytelling extravaganza titled THE

collaboration with DC, the encyclopedia features characters and art from

KAMANDI CHALLENGE! Born from the mind of Jack "King" Kirby, the

every key crossover event, including Dark Nights: Metal and its sequel Dark

post-apocalyptic Earth of Kamandi has been a fan favorite for decades. Prepare

Nights: Death Metal. With a foreword by DC legend Jim Lee, a brand-new

to take part in one of the greatest adventures from the infinite future of the

cover design, and thrilling comic artwork, the fun and excitement of more

DC Universe, and join the industry's top creative teams in a round-robin, no-

than 80 years of comics history explode off every page. Experience the DC

holds-barred storytelling extravaganza titled THE KAMANDI CHALLENGE!

Multiverse like never before with The DC Comics Encyclopedia New

DC writers rescue the Last Boy on Earth and send him on his next adventure.

Edition. Copyright ©2021 DC Comics. All DC characters and elements © &

Now, Kamandi must save Tiger King Caesar and his people from impending

TM DC Comics. WB SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s21)

doom. Will he be the hero they need? Or will he use the chaos of the

Suicide Squad: Get Joker! Brian Azzarello 2022-07-05 Two of comics’ most

situation to escape for good? Each chapter of THE KAMANDI CHALLENGE

celebrated creators, Brian Azzarello and Alex Maleev, team up to pit Task

brings together a new creative team, as they try to get the Last Boy on Earth

Force X against their deadliest target yet—The Joker! Critically acclaimed and

out of the jam that the last team left him in! Featuring some of the greatest

bestselling author Brian Azzarello (100 Bullets, Batman: Damned) and Eisner

creative pairings ever seen in comics, including Peter J. Tomasi and artist

Award-winning art legend Alex Maleev (Daredevil, Event Leviathan)

Neal Adams, Jimmy Palmiotti and artist Amanda Conner, James Tynion IV

collaborate for the first time in this DC Black Label series pitting Red Hood,

and artist Carlos D'Anda and more, THE KAMANDI CHALLENGE isn't just a

Harley Quinn, Firefly, and more of DC’s most villainous criminals against The

celebration of the legendary Jack Kirby, but it's also one of the most unique

Joker! When Task Force X’s Amanda Waller sets her sights on Batman’s

experiments in industry history! Collects THE KAMANDI CHALLENGE

greatest foe, she enlists the Dark Knight’s former partner Jason Todd to track

#1-12.

down the Clown Prince of Crime and put an end to his mad reign of terror.

Teen Titans: Beast Boy Loves Raven Kami Garcia 2021-09-28 Kami Garcia and

But The Joker has plans of his own, and he takes control of the Squad, forcing

Gabriel Picolo continue their New York Times bestselling Teen Titans series,

them to do his bidding! This volume collects Suicide Squad: Get Joker #1-3.

and give readers the romantic meet-up we’ve all been waiting for! It seems

Harley Quinn (2016-) #40 Frank Tieri 2018-03-21 “ANGRY BIRD” part four!

like years, but it’s only been a few days since Raven Roth recovered her

After the death of Mason Macabre, Harley refuses to put any more of her

memories, trapped her demon father, Trigon, in her amulet, and had her

friends in harm’s way...but what happens when they just won’t stay out of it?

heart broken for the first time. But she doesn’t have time to worry about the

Does Harley’s vow to keep them safe extend to getting herself killed? Or will

past…she has to focus on finding a way to get rid of Trigon for good. Garfield

she accept a little help from her friends?

Logan still can’t believe he has the power to transform into animals. But

Katana Vol. 1: Soultaker (The New 52) Ann Nocenti 2014-08-26 From the

controlling his newfound abilities is difficult, and their unpredictable nature

pages of JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA and BIRDS OF PREY, Katana

could have dangerous consequences. Knowing his parents kept this secret

stars in her very own series! The former assassin and new Justice Leaguer

hidden from him only makes Gar feel more alone. He and Raven both

embarks on a noble quest to restore the Outsiders to their former glory! Will

seeking answers from the one person who seems to have them all figured

she succeed, or will she be overcome by the power of her sword, the Soul

out: Slade Wilson. When their paths cross in Nashville, Raven and Gar can’t

Taker? Written by Ann Nocenti (CATWOMAN, GREEN ARROW) with

help but feel a connection, despite the secrets they try to hide from each

art by Alex Sanchez (Star Wars: The Old Republic), this stirring new graphic

other. It will take a lot of trust and courage to overcome the wounds of their

novel collects Katana #1-10 and Justice League Dark 23.1 The Creeper.

pasts. But can they find acceptance for the darkest parts of themselves? Or

Suicide Squad: Secret Files Michael Moreci 2017-04-18 Three of the most

maybe even love?

dangerous members of the DC Universe’s least predictable team share the

Harley Quinn Vol. 1: Hot in the City (The New 52) Jimmy Palmiotti

spotlight in this killer collection, starring characters from the blockbuster

2014-10-28 Fresh from BATMAN: DEATH OF THE FAMILY and SUICIDE

movie! KILLER CROC is the Suicide Squad’s biggest, baddest beast, which

SQUAD, Harley Quinn returns to her first solo series in the New 52! The

makes him the right monster for the job when an island full of terrifying

writing team of Jimmy Palmiotti (ALL STAR WESTERN) and Amanda

creatures becomes a threat to the world at large. But when he’s confronted

Conner (BEFORE WATCHMEN: SILK SPECTRE) unleashed Harley on an

with the horrible truth of these mutant menaces, will humanity or
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monstrosities win in the end? BOOMERANG is a hardcore mercenary who

universe isn't about saving the world--it's about having the strength to simply

thinks his mission to take down a Central American dictator is just another

be who you are."--

job-but trouble has a way of returning to him like one of his trademark

The Suicide Squad Case Files 1 Gerry Conway 2021-07-20 James Gunn’s The

weapons. Alone behind enemy lines, can Boomerang make a comeback?

Suicide Squad film gathers the weirdest and wildest cast of characters in

AMANDA WALLER may be a regular human, but she has perhaps the

superhero movie history, from Squad veterans like Harley Quinn and Captain

greatest ability of all: she understands how power works-and how to wield it.

Boomerang to the downright bizarre King Shark and Polka-Dot Man.

That’s how she’s kept the Squad under control and become one of the best

Discover the legacy of the film’s eclectic characters in this first of two

deprogrammers of brainwashed villains. But when one of her subjects turns

collections featuring their stories from throughout DC history! The Suicide

the tables on her, can she save the Squad from a killer who knows all their

Squad Case Files 1 features debuts and key appearances of Bloodsport, Mongal,

secrets? Declassify the answers in SUICIDE SQUAD: SECRET FILES-an

Polka-Dot Man, King Shark, Weasel, the Thinker, Peacemaker, and Amanda

action-packed showcase from a squad of today’s top writers and artists and

Waller herself, the government agent behind Task Force X. This volume

featuring characters from the award-winning film Suicide Squad! Collects

collects their stories from Detective Comics #300; The Fury of Firestorm #38;

stories from SUICIDE SQUAD MOST WANTED #1-6.

Suicide Squad Vol. 4 #25; Suicide Squad: Amanda Waller #1; Superboy #9;

Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror Film Sequels, Series and Remakes Kim

Superman #4, #170; and Vigilante #36.

R. Holston 2018-02-28 Science fiction, fantasy and horror movies have

Suicide Squad Black Files (2018-2019) #5 Mike W. Barr 2019-03-06 KatanaÕs

spawned more sequels and remakes than any other film genre. Following

spirit is still trapped in the body of the evil EveÑand now she must combat

Volume I, which covered 400 films made 1931-1995, Volume II analyzes 334

the schemes of Kobra with the Suicide Squad and Halo in hot pursuit! But will

releases from 1996 through 2016. The traditional cinematic monsters are

Halo recognize the real Katana in time? Plus, back from the dead and behind

represented--Dracula, Frankenstein, the Wolf Man, a new Mummy. A new

the eight ball, the magic users of Suicide Squad Black return to Earth, and the

wave of popular series inspired by comics and video games, as well as The

situation is worse than ever before. Sebastian Faust is on the cusp of

Lord of the Rings trilogy, could never have been credibly produced without

eliminating all magic and has possessed Deadshot, Harley Quinn, Captain

the advances in special effects technology. Audiences follow the exploits of

Boomerang and Killer Croc to do his bidding. Waller has to pull out all the

superheroes like Captain America, Iron Man, Spider-Man and Thor, and such

stops to save the world and avoid losing both her teams. Not everyone will

heroines as the vampire Selene, zombie killer Alice, dystopian rebels Katniss

make it out alive.

Everdeen and Imperator Furiosa, and Soviet spy turned American agent

Suicide Squad: King Shark (2021-) #1 Tim Seeley 2021-08-06 King Shark and

Black Widow. The continuing depredations of Jason Voorhees, Freddy

unfortunate tagalong, The Defacer, are swept into a mystical tournament for

Krueger and Michael Myers are described. Pre-1996 movies that have since

totemic animal spirits, at the behest of King Shark's father, the God of Sharks!

been remade are included. Entries features cast and credits, detailed synopsis,

Suicide Squad: The Official Movie Novelization Marv Wolfman 2016-08-09

critics' reviews, and original analysis.

Assemble a team of the world’s most dangerous imprisoned super criminals,

DC Comics Brandon T. Snider 2011 Meet your favourite DC heroes and

provide them the most powerful arsenal at the government’s disposal, and

villains with this essential A-Z character guide From Batman to Wonder

send them to defeat an enigmatic, unstoppable enemy. U.S. intelligence officer

Woman, the DC Comics Character Guide tells you everything you need to

Amanda Waller has gathered a group of disparate, despicable individuals with

know about all your favourite heroes and villains. Written with young

next to nothing to lose. Once they figure out they were chosen to fail, will

comic-book fans in mind, the book packs the whole of the sprawling DC

the Suicide Squad resolve to die beating the odds, or decide it’s every man for

Universe into one compact, portable volume and the A-Z format makes it easy

himself?

to find your heroes in a flash. Discover each character's individual talents with

Suicide Squad: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3 Rob Williams 2018-11-27

fact-filled pages featuring stat boxes, power rankings and information on their

The next installment of Suicide Squad as a part of DC Universe Rebirth!

allies and foes. Exciting full-colour comic-book art makes the DC Comics

Devastated by Rustam and his Burning World, the international conspiracy

Character Guide a book that all young comic enthusiasts will look through

known as the People reveal themselves to Amanda Waller in a desperate

again and again.

move to secure their mysterious endgame for Planet Earth! Meanwhile, the

Batman: Killing Time (2022-) #1 Tom King 2022-03-01 Three villains, one

walls tighten for Boomerang as Harley Quinn gets closer to discovering the

Dark Knight, and a deadly heist gone wrong. Catwoman, the Riddler, and the

traitorous murderer within Task Force X... From writer Rob Williams and a

Penguin join forces to pull off the greatest robbery in the history of Gotham

talented group of comics' top illustrators comes Suicide Squad: The Rebirth

City. And their prize? A mysterious and priceless artifact in the secret

Deluxe Edition Book 3, collecting issues #21-32.

possession of Bruce Wayne! But, as the events unfold, what fun is a heist

Constriction Rob Williams 2019 Deadshot's daughter has been kidnapped by

without a bloody double cross or two? The blockbuster team of Tom King and

Kobra, a group of mutant snake assassins! Amanda Waller uses all her

David Marquez bring an epic, white-knuckled, action-packed tale of a young

resources to stop his escape, but he won't allow anything to stand in the way

Batman desperate to recover his most prized possession from a host of violent

of saving his daughter--not even his Task Force X teammates! From writer

rogues before the clock strikes the Killing Time...

Rob Williams and a talented group of comics' top illustrators, Suicide Squad

Suicide Squad: Get Joker! Brian Azzarello 2022 "When Task Force X's

Vol. 8 is another wild ride through the DC Universe! Collects issues #41-48.

Amanda Waller sets her sights on Batman's greatest foe, she enlists the Dark

Aquaman/Suicide Squad: Sink Atlantis Dan Abnett 2019-02-12 After

Knight's former partner Jason Todd to track down the Clown Prince of Crime

AquamanÕs undersea kingdom rises to become a world power of the surface,

and put an end to his mad reign of terror. But The Joker has plans of his own,

the Suicide Squad must infiltrate the city and send it back to the depths or die

and he takes control of the Squad, forcing them to do his bidding!"--

trying. The epic crossover event is collected here in these stories from

The Other History of the DC Universe John Ridley 2021 "Reframing iconic

Aquaman #39-40 and Suicide Squad #45-46.

moments of DC history and charting a previously unexplored sociopolitical

Reel Leadership Joseph Lalonde 2021-12-17 Movies are not a waste of time if

thread as seen through the prism of DC Super Heroes who come from

you're intentional about watching the movie you're viewing. Reel

historically disenfranchised groups, John Ridley goes where no other has

Leadership speaks to leaders and movie lovers who want to look at leadership

gone before! This unique new series presents its story as prose by Ridley

and personal development in a new way. Author Joseph Lalonde wants

married with beautifully realized color illustrations from a selection of

leaders to enjoy entertainment without feeling guilty. When he began his

exciting illustrators and comics artists. Extensively researched and masterfully

own personal development journey, Lalonde discovered how leadership

executed, The other history of the DC universe promises to be an experience

gurus try to dissuade people from enjoying regular forms of entertainment

unlike any other. You may think you know the history of the DC

because they see it as a waste of time. He fell in line and believed this lie; that

Universe...but the truth is far more complex. The other history of the DC

entertainment, especially movies, held no real value. Over time, he realized
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each movie provides a story with a moral premise or leadership lesson. In this

practice, the Black VaultÕs corrupting energies are already eroding the sanity

book, you'll read about: David Hayter (the writer of X-Men 1 and 2) and how

of everyone in the SquadÕs HQ-with the sole exception of the Clown

he dealt with a demanding director on set. Daniel Knudsen and how every

Princess of Crazy herself, Harley Quinn! But can one newly sane psychologist

great movie should have a moral premise. Marty Himmel and how he

single-handedly stop the madness of the Black Vault, defeat Zod and keep the

overcame fear because of the movies he watched. Through Reel Leadership,

Suicide Squad from ultimately living up to its name? From writer Rob

you'll discover how movies provide more than just a quick escape. They are

Williams and superstar artist Jim Lee, SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 2: GOING

powerful tools for communicating leadership principles and how to find their

SANE includes stories illustrated by Stephen Bryne, Carlos DÕAnda, Christian

leadership lessons.

Ward, Giuseppe Camuncoli and more! Collects SUICIDE SQUAD #5-8 and the

Suicide Squad: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2 Rob Williams 2018-05-08

HARLEY QUINN AND THE SUICIDE SQUAD APRIL FOOLSÕ SPECIAL

ThereÕs something rotten in Belle Reve Penitentiary, and itÕs not just the

one-shot.

swamp water leaking into the basement. Someone in the Suicide Squad has

Harley Quinn & the Suicide Squad: An Adult Coloring Book Various

turned traitor, leaving AmericaÕs deadliest super-team open to attack from a

2016-08-09 Now you can color DC Comics and characters from Summer 2016's

vast international conspiracy bent on destroying everything that Task Force

hottest film in this new adult coloring book, COLORING DC: HARLEY

X director Amanda Waller has built. Considering that ÒThe WallÓ relies less

QUINN & THE SUICIDE SQUAD! DC Comics presents classic adventures in a

on loyalty and trust and more on brain-implanted bombs to control her crew

whole new way: in black and white, on heavy stock suitable for coloring,

of conscripts, finding the culprit is going to be a tall order. Any one of the

featuring covers and pin-ups of Harley Quinn and the Suicide Squad! This

rogues in this gallery-including Harley Quinn, Deadshot, Captain Boomerang,

new adult coloring book features covers and pin-ups of Harley Quinn,

Enchantress and Killer Croc-would almost certainly climb over a pile of their

Deadshot, Katana and the rest of the Suicide Squad from such critically

teammatesÕ corpses for the chance to escape. But even when sheÕs down for

acclaimed artists as Amanda Conner, Jim Lee and more!

the count, Waller has a few aces up her sleeve, including 1) the deranged

Suicide Squad Vol. 5: Kill Your Darlings Rob Williams 2018-04-17 Harley

Kryptonian war criminal, General Zod, and 2) her own unequaled, bloody-

Quinn, Deadshot, Captain Boomerang, Killer CrocÑtheyÕre all villains, but as

minded ruthlessness. Bending Zod to her will, however, means striking a

members of the Suicide Squad theyÕre useful villains, taking on AmericaÕs

bargain with one of SupermanÕs deadliest enemies-and one of the only people

dirtiest and most dangerous covert missions for the good of the

on the planet smarter and more tenacious than Waller herself. But no matter

countryÑusually against their will. (Remotely triggered brain bombs do

how powerful the leverage she finds to use against him, in the end Zod

wonders for motivation!) But now something has changed. A mysterious

kneels for no one. Will WallerÕs plan to make this living weapon of mass

organization called the People has enlisted Task Force X leader Amanda

destruction a full-fledged member of the Suicide Squad live up to its

Waller into a conspiracy to create dozens of new Suicide Squads around the

enormous potential? Or will it literally and figuratively blow up in her face?

world. Its goal: to eliminate the threat posed by all metahumansÑheroes and

Acclaimed author Rob Williams is joined by artists John Romita Jr., Tony S.

villains alike. When the original SquadÕs members discover the nature of the

Daniel, Riley Rossmo, Giuseppe Cafaro and Stjepan Sejic in Suicide Squad:

PeopleÕs plan, will they seize this once-in-a-lifetime chance to take down the

Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2. Collects Suicide Squad #9-20 as well as the

worldÕs superheroes? Or will these incorrigible criminals prove to be the

one-shot Suicide Squad Special: War Crimes, written by the SquadÕs own

unlikeliest of saviors?

original gangster, John Ostrander!

Suicide Squad Most Wanted: El Diablo Jai Nitz 2017-04-25 When a sudden

Suicide Squad Vol. 1: The Black Vault Rob Williams 2017-03-07 Assembled by

pardon springs the powerful pyro-kinetic formerly known as Chato Santana

the tough-as-nails intelligence expert Amanda Waller and overseen by

from Belle Reve Prison-and frees him from the control of Task Force XÕs

disgraced military genius Captain Rick Flag, the men, women and monsters

ruthless commander, Amanda Waller-his only desire is to return home to

of the Suicide Squad-a.k.a. Task Force X-do the jobs that are too dirty for any

reunite with his family. But a vicious attack cuts short his plan and puts him

superheroes to soil their capes with. Their latest mission should be easy

on the radar of Checkmate, a metahuman black ops organization that puts the

enough: recover a powerful cosmic weapon called the Black Vault from

Suicide Squad to shame. Alongside his new comrades, El Diablo embarks on a

enemy hands. The Suicide Squad always gets the job done (mostly) but this

whirlwind tour of the DC UniverseÕs most dangerous hotspots, from the

time, when the weapon's dark influence spreads and the team is driven to

technological terrors of Metropolis to the dark nights of Gotham City, making

madness and mayhem (more than usual), there's only one person sane enough

strange allies and unstoppable enemies along the way. With his old team

to save the Squad from destructionÉthe Clown Princess of Crazy herself,

closing in and his new teamÕs agenda shrouded in mystery, will the devil

Harley Quinn! Legendary artist Jim Lee teams up with writer Rob Williams

get his due, or is El Diablo doomed to die once more? Find out in SUICIDE

and artists Philip Tan, Jason Fabok, Ivan Reis and Gary Frank for a new

SQUAD MOST WANTED: EL DIABLO, a scorching new thriller featuring

deadly Task Force X mission in SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 1: THE BLACK

the fiery antihero from the award-winning movie Suicide Squad, from

VAULT! Exploding from the pages of DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth event and

writer JAI NITZ and artist CLIFF RICHARDS! Collects the El Diablo stories

starring the characters you love and hate from the smash-hit movie, this

from SUICIDE SQUAD MOST WANTED #1-6.

graphic novel is a great jumping-on point for new readers! Collects issues #1-4

Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Science Fiction Films Wikipedia

and the SUICIDE SQUAD: REBIRTH one-shot.

contributors

Suicide Squad Vol. 2: Going Sane (Rebirth) Richard Williams 2017-06-13

Suicide Squad Vol. 3: Burning Down the House John Ostrander 2017-09-12

Exploding from DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth event, SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 2:

Bursting from DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth event, the saga of the worldÕs most

GOING SANE by writer Rob Williams and legendary artist Jim Lee delivers

dangerous super-team continues in SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 3: BURNING

the thrilling conclusion to one of Task Force XÕs greatest missions. As the go-

DOWN THE HOUSE! Uniting acclaimed writer Rob Williams with superstar

to team tasked with handling the worldÕs most top secret threats, the Suicide

artists John Romita Jr. and Eddy Barrows, this volume also includes a bonus

Squad has faced down terrors across the globe. But theyÕve never brought

tale of international intrigue from legendary SUICIDE SQUAD writer John

their work home with them-until now. Under the command of Task Force

Ostrander and artist Gus Vazquez! Deep within the world is a hidden

XÕs iron-fisted director Amanda Waller, the Squad has ÒliberatedÓ a strange

flameÑan inferno of hatred and vengeance that consumes everything it

extradimensional orb known as the Black Vault from the planetÕs most

touches. In the aftermath of the war between the Suicide Squad and the

secure incarceration facility-at the cost of one disintegrated team member.

Justice League, one of Amanda WallerÕs greatest foes has seized that flame,

WhatÕs inside the eerie black sphere? None other than Kryptonian dictator

and now heÕs going to use it to burn down everything she holds

General Zod, in all his megalomaniacal, world-destroying glory. Now Waller

dearÑstarting with her home base, the Belle Reve Penitentiary. The result is

has to figure out what to do with one of the most dangerous entities in the

one of the SquadÕs greatest challenges yet: holding together as a unit while

known universe. In theory, whoever controls Zod controls the world. In

fighting to keep their fellow super-villains behind bars. When faced with the
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chance to escape WallerÕs control, however, one member of the team will

member, Harley Quinn, is able to resist its insidious influence. But can one

seize the opportunityÑand launch a bloody betrayal in the process. Can an

newly sane psychologist single-handedly stop the madness of the Black Vault,

enraged Harley Quinn track down the traitorÑand take down the

defeat Zod and keep the Suicide Squad from living up to its name? Red-hot

mastermind behind the mutinyÑbefore Task Force X is terminally

writer Rob Williams and legendary artist Jim Lee unleash the insanity in

disbanded? Collects SUICIDE SQUAD #11-15 and the SUICIDE SQUAD

SUICIDE SQUAD: REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK #1, starring the

SPECIAL: WAR CRIMES #1.

characters you love and hate from the smash-hit movie! Exploding from DCÕs

Batman: Urban Legends (2021-) #4 Meghan Fitzmartin 2021-06-08 -The

blockbuster Rebirth event, this deluxe hardcover collects SUICIDE SQUAD

penultimate chapter of the Grifter story is here! Grifter’s walking a deadly

#1-8 and the one-shots SUICIDE SQUAD: REBIRTH and HARLEY QUINN

line between Lucius Fox and Halo’s plan...can he survive the endgame? Oh,

AND THE SUICIDE SQUAD APRIL FOOLSÕ SPECIAL, and features stories

and yeah, now Superman is after him! -As old wounds threaten to sabotage

illustrated by a murderersÕ row of superstar artists including Philip Tan,

Batman and Red Hood’s investigation into the Cheerdrop drug turning

Jason Fabok, Ivan Reis, Gary Frank, Stephen Byrne, Carlos DÕAnda,

Gotham City upside down, they run afoul of Gotham’s coldest criminal, MR.

Christian Ward, Giuseppe Camuncoli and SeanÒCheeksÓ Galloway.

FREEZE! And the force behind the Cheerdrops will be banking on the

Suicide Squad (2016-) #50 Rob Williams 2019-01-16 The infection in Temho

former dynamic duo’s demise... -TIM DRAKE has returned to the streets of

Me4ta prison spreads, and cannot be allowed to reach the surface. The Suicide

Gotham City and is seeking a new purpose, but what he finds is a string of

Squad is all that stands in the way of a global pandemic. ItÕs line-in-the-sand

young adult kidnappings committed by someone known only as “the Chaos

time: Will the Squad be forced to live up to its name? DonÕt miss this extra-

Monster.” will Tim be able to get to the root of the kidnappings, or will he fall

sized anniversary issue!

prey to them? Critically acclaimed Future State Robin Eternal writer

The Next Batman: Second Son John Ridley 2021 "Batman created by Bob

Meghan Fitzmartin returns to tell this Tim Drake story with rising star artist

Kane with Bill Finger."

Belén Ortega. -Acclaimed creator and actor Camrus Johnson writes an action-

Free Comic Book Day 2019 (General) Jody Houser 2019-05-08 Dark Horse is

packed story featuring Luke Fox-the character he portrays on the CW’s hit

thrilled to announce tales from two diverse worlds in our FCBD Gold

television series Batwoman!-The penultimate chapter of the Grifter story is

Offering featuring Netflix's Stranger Things and a spooky trip into Jeff

here! Grifter’s walking a deadly line between Lucius Fox and Halo’s plan...can

Lemire and Dean Ormston's Eisner Award-winning series Black Hammer

he survive the endgame? Oh, and yeah, now Superman is after him! -As old

with a cover by Chun Lo. In Stranger Things, writer Jody Houser and artist

wounds threaten to sabotage Batman and Red Hood’s investigation into the

Ibrahim Moustafa bring the adventuring party back together after Eleven's

Cheerdrop drug turning Gotham City upside down, they run afoul of

disappearance, as Nancy and Steve find a way to lift the spirits of a

Gotham’s coldest criminal, MR. FREEZE! And the force behind the

despondent Mike. Perhaps all it takes is a roll of the dice. Then, in the world

Cheerdrops will be banking on the former dynamic duo’s demise... -TIM

of the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer series creator Jeff Lemire,

DRAKE has returned to the streets of Gotham City and is seeking a new

guest writer Ray Fawkes, and artist David Rub’n, take the reader on an EC-

purpose, but what he finds is a string of young adult kidnappings committed

style tour through Madame Dragonfly's mysterious Cabin of Horrors to

by someone known only as “the Chaos Monster.” will Tim be able to get to

witness two groups of brand-new Black Hammer heroes from the past! Learn

the root of the kidnappings, or will he fall prey to them? Critically acclaimed

more at FreeComicBookDay.com.

Future State Robin Eternal writer Meghan Fitzmartin returns to tell this

Batman Arkham: Poison Ivy Gerry Conway 2016-09-13 GOTHAM’S

Tim Drake story with rising star artist Belén Ortega. -Acclaimed creator and

DEADLIEST BEAUTY Poison Ivy was once Dr. Pamela Lillian Isley, a

actor Camrus Johnson writes an action-packed story featuring Luke Fox-the

young woman with a unique fascination with botany and toxicology. But

character he portrays on the CW’s hit television series Batwoman!

then she was seduced and later experimented on by her mentor, Professor

Suicide Squad: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 1 Rob Williams 2017-10-24

Jason Woodrue, also known as the super-villain Floronic Man. Now a constant

The Rebirth Era SUICIDE SQUAD tales are collected in hardcover for the

thorn in Batman’s side, Poison Ivy uses the toxins in her bloodstream to make

first time ever here in SUICIDE SQUAD: THE REBIRTH DELUXE

her touch fatal to whomever she chooses, giving her the ability to create

EDITION BOOK 1! Harley Quinn. Deadshot. Killer Croc. Captain Boomerang.

pheromones that make men her slaves while she stops at nothing to ensure

Enchantress. Katana. Separately, theyÕre an FBI Òmost wantedÓ list come to

plant life will retake Earth. BATMAN ARKHAM: POISON IVY collects

life. TogetherÑunder the command of the iron-willed Colonel Rick Flag and

some of the villain's greatest stories by some of the industry's greatest creators,

the indomitable Amanda WallerÑtheyÕre one of the worldÕs most effective

including Robert Kanigher (THE FLASH), Gerry Conway (JUSTICE

fighting forces, ideally suited for the brutal but necessary jobs that are too

LEAGUE OF AMERICA), Neil Gaiman (THE SANDMAN), Guillem March

dirty for regular superheroes. They are the top-secret operatives of Task

(CATWOMAN), P. Craig Russell (WONDER WOMAN), Mark Buckingham

Force XÑthe Suicide Squad. And theyÕre about to welcome a brand-new

(FABLES) and many more! Collects BATMAN #181, #339, BATMAN:

member. When Waller orders her team to recover an object known as the

LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #42-43, BATMAN: POISON IVY #1,

Black Vault from enemy hands, the Squad has no idea that within its opaque

BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT ANNUAL #3, BATMAN VILLAIN

depths lurks the genocidal Kryptonian madman whose power and rage

SECRET FILES #1, DETECTIVE COMICS #23.1, GOTHAM CITY SIRENS

nearly took down Superman himselfÑGeneral Zod. Beyond the challenge of

#8, JOKER’S ASYLUM: POISON IVY #1, SECRET ORIGINS #36, THE

subduing its newly acquired captive, however, Task Force X faces even

BATMAN CHRONICLES #10, WHO'S WHO: THE DEFINITIVE

greater dangers from the sinister sphere that once contained him. As its dark

DIRECTORY OF THE DC UNIVERSE #18, WHO’S WHO IN THE DC

energies begin to wreak havoc on the teamÕs sanity, only its craziest

UNIVERSE #5 and WORLD’S FINEST COMICS #251-252.
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